My own experiences
When someone asked me in 1999 to deal with the quality of drinking water I was first
surprised and then astonished about myself. About the fact that it had not occurred to me for
such a long time to deal with such an obviously important subject like the quality of water.
I worry about all possible natural cures, about all possible forms of natural nutrition and way
of life - however to get this Idea I hadn't been able to. Over night I got so interested in what
water could mean so that I collected every available information about water for weeks. Thus
an essay led me to the next and again to the next. An adventure began...
On the Canarian Islands there is no pure spring water available. All water that can be found is
more or less seep water that comes from the forests and is gathered in water tunnels. Since a
few years there are also plants that male drinking water out of salt water. In addition most of
the agriculture has to use chemistry to kill parasites and to fertilize the soil. Th e climate on
the islands without a winter that reduces the parasites and the all-season harvesting leads to
this effect. The consequences are: many chemical substances are washed out of the soil by
the rain water and accumulate in the drinking water.
But meanwhile nearly everywhere drinking water problems of any kind can be found.
Therefore I wasn't too concerned in the first place. I didn't even think much about the fact,
that around the area of La Guancha also the children's teeth are yellow of colour. As if
someone says that it rains, instead of that the sun shines. Unfortunate, but what can you do.
From this weekend on, which I spent with the study of water improvement devices, many
things suddenly got a completely different value: the discovery fever seized me.
The man of that afternoon did not buy a filter - he bought an activation equipment for the
water! He even went to Germany, in order to learn more about the research behind it.
First he learned, that is not so easy to reorient one's opinion. The chlorine tablets in the
swimming pool of this family suddenly dissolved very fast, which they hadn't done before.
The owner started to get a little bit frightened. He intended to put less chlorine into the
pool, if at all, and not more. The researcher in Germany was asked several times for advice,
before all of us, that knew of this acquisition, slowly understood that we had to reorient our
opinion regarding this subject.
Surprisingly a number of further households bought the GIE Water activating device, without
knowing anything about the closer connections of this development. I began to carefully
observe "possible" changes everywhere. Here a chappy skin improved, there a dentist in El
Sauzal enthused about the softness of the water he drinks. In one case a lady told me that
she is less hungry when drinking this water and her diet is suddenly successful. I know much
about homoeopathy, but what has it got to do with water, when suddenly some deficiency
symptom in the body is cured. And then only by tap water.
Then the researcher somewhat later visited us here on our touristic island. A lecture was
organized. We wanted to know more about the GIE water. A friend of mine, physicist,
naturopathic doctor, author and moderator at the local German television channel, became
curious. I asked him to interview Peter Gross, the researcher of the GIE water activation
technique. Up to this time I still didn't have my own GIE equipment.
A friend of mine invited me to take a look at her garden as my observation interest had
become a part of me. She showed me many small, sometimes nearly inconspicuous changes,
which one notices only as an attentive owner of a garden. Since she had now already
installed the GIE equipment for about three months.
And suddenly we saw an aside standing potted plant, which had doubled its leaf size so
clearly that both of us could hardly believe it. Now finally also my euphoria became
apparent.
Full joy and internal satisfaction I carried the heavy plant bucket to the television date for
the interview with Peter Gross. "The GIE water takes away the toxic brake, which we

imposed to nature -and ourselves- by watering the flowers with chemically killed water for
years." Mr. Gross commented.
You can see this small tree here in the picture. I have been using the GIE equipment for two
years now. After the interview at that time with the GIE equipment developer Peter Gross, I
asked the TV station for this picture document.
I like to look at it from time to time. It reminds me of how I gathered piece by piece the
"proofs" at that time, collected, analyzed - and how I did not need them anymore with just
one first glance at this plant. Often I am asked, what makes me so sure. Can I really say that
it was the glance at that little tree?
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